
   BIBECHANA A Multidisciplinary Journal of Science, Technology and Mathematics      ISSN 2091-0762 (Print), 2382-5340 (0nline) Journal homepage: http://nepjol.info/index.php/BIBECHANA Publisher: Research Council of Science and Technology, Biratnagar, Nepal     Theoretical investigations on temperature dependence of thermodynamic properties and concentration fluctuations of In-Tl binary liquid alloys by optimization method  G. K. Shrestha1, 2,* B. K. Singh1, I. S. Jha3 1University Department of Physics, T.M. Bhagalpur University, Bhagalpur, India. 2Pulchowk Campus, IOE, Lalitpur, Tribhuvan University, Nepal. 3M.M.A.M. Campus, Biratnagar, Tribhuvan University, Nepal.   *Email:  ganeshphy50@gmail.com  Article history: Received 01 October, 2017; Accepted 21  October ,  2017 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.3126/bibechana.v15i0.18470 This work is licensed under the Creative Commons CC BY-NC License. https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/  Abstract The thermodynamic properties, i.e. free energy of mixing (GM), heat of mixing (HM), entropy of mixing (SM) and activity (ai) of the component i (i ≡ In; Tl�, and structural property i.e. concentration fluctuations in long wave-length limit [Scc(0)] of In-Tl binary liquid alloy at a specified temperature have been investigated in the framework of quasi-lattice model on assuming the coupled effect of size ratio and entropic (or energetic) as well as enthalpic effect. These properties of In-Tl liquid alloy at 723 K have been computed theoretically by estimating the best fit value of order energy parameter (W) and size ratio (Ω) over the entire range of concentration in order to match their experimental values. The best fit value of  W at 723 K has been used to determine the values of W at different temperatures with the help of temperature derivative of W which are then used for the optimization procedure in order to calculate the corresponding values of excess free energy of mixing, partial excess free energy of mixing and activity of the components involved in the alloy at different temperatures. These parameters have been used to investigate the concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit {Scc(0)} of In-Tl binary liquid alloy at different temperatures over the entire range of concentration which have been used to predict the various other structural properties like excess stability function (EXS), diffusion coefficient ratio (Dm/Did), short range order parameter (α1) at different temperatures.   Keywords: Order energy parameter; Concentration fluctuations; Free energy of mixing; Optimization procedure.  1. Introduction  A binary alloy is a mixture of two elemental metals. In present days, various binary alloys have wide applications in many industries than their component element because of dramatic improvement in various useful properties like hardness, corrosion resistance, wear resistance, mechanical strength, fatigue strength, etc. As regards mixing of two metals, it is widely known that most metals dissolve in one another readily once they  are in  liquid phase  but the  same is not true for solid alloys. The  G.K. Shrestha et al. / BIBECHANA 15 (2018) 11-23: RCOST  p.11



solubility of homogeneous solid phase is governed by size mismatch, electro-negativity difference and electron concentrations (i.e. electron per atom ratio). Experience shows that these factors cannot be used effectively to interpret the alloying behaviour of liquid alloys to a great deal. The characteristic behaviour may be regarded as to the coupled effect of the energetic and structural arrangement of the constituent elemental metals. From the metallurgical standpoint, they are very important because many binary solid alloys are formed by cooling from a liquid phase. It is suggested that the energetic of the formation of solid alloys can be understood by the knowledge of the corresponding liquid phase. From the theory of liquid state, the liquid alloys are supposed to be simple liquids where structure is usually determined by two body central interactions.   The liquid alloys are considered as disordered systems because they do not have long range order or magnetic order in them. The physical properties like thermodynamic, structural, surface, transport, electrical, etc. of liquid alloys show interesting behaviour as a function of concentration. Thus the mixing behaviour of liquid alloys generates manifold interest for physicists, chemists and metallurgists. The anomaly in the properties of mixing of liquid alloys is least understood. Hence, extensive theoretical investigations are required for the study of the mixing properties of binary liquid alloys. Since long, the theoreticians have been working on various models [1-22] to interpret the physical properties of liquid alloys matching with available experimental results so that the mixing behaviour could adequately be understood.  In the present research work, we have applied quasi-lattice model on assuming the coupled effect of size ratio and energetic (or enthalpic) contribution along with entropic effect to derive the analytical expressions for the thermodynamic properties like free energy of mixing (GM), activity (ai), entropy of mixing (SM), heat of mixing (HM) and concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit (S

(0�) of In-Tl binary liquid alloys as discussed in section-2. The analytical expression for free energy of mixing (GM) contains two input parameters i.e. the size ratio (Ω) and order energy parameter (W). The input parameters W and Ω have been estimated by the method of successive approximation on using the experimental values of GM of In-Tl binary liquid alloys at 723K and temperature derivative of W i.e. ��  has been estimated by the same process on using the experimental values of SM of In-Tl binary liquid alloys at 723 K. The computed values of free energy of mixing (GM), activity (ai), entropy of mixing (SM), heat of mixing (HM) and concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit (S

(0�) of In-Tl binary liquid alloys at 723 K are compared with the corresponding experimental values in all the concentration ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 in section-3.  Further, the temperature dependence of the concentration fluctuations in the long wavelength limit, S

(0� of In-Tl binary liquid alloy has been computed by the optimization procedure [23] on taking into account of the thermodynamic data, theoretically obtained. The optimized coefficients set of excess free energy of mixing (G���) have been used to compute partial excess free energy of mixing of each component ( G� �,��� ), excess free energy of mixing (G���), activity (a�) of the component i (i≡In; Tl�, and concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit, S

(0� in the entire range of concentration for the In-Tl binary liquid alloy at four different temperatures i.e. 723 K, 1123 K, 1223 K and 1323 K in section-4. These values of concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit (Scc(0)) of In-Tl binary liquid alloy at above mentoined temperatures as a function of concentration have been used to determine the various other structural properties like excess stability function (EXS), diffusion coefficient ratio (Dm/Did), short range order parameter (α1) at corresponding temperatures.  2. Formalism Let us assume one mole binary liquid mixture of constituent X (≡In) and constituent Y (≡Tl) in which the constituent atoms X and Y of the binary mixture are different in shape and size from each other. We consider the constituent X has concentration cX = c and the constituent Y has concentration cY = (1-c) so that cN = NX (No. of constituent X) and (1-c)N=NY (No. of constituent Y) where N represents Avogadro's Number. As explained by Guggenheim [24] in the limit Z (the coordination number) → ∞  on considering  the coupled effect  of size ratio  and  entropic  (or energetic)  as well as  G.K. Shrestha et al. / BIBECHANA 15 (2018) 11-23: RCOST  p.12 



 enthalpic effect of the binary mixture (so that HM ≠ 0), the Quasi- Lattice Theory (QLT) of liquid mixture gives an expression for free energy of mixing (GM) at a temperature (T) which is represented by  �� = ��[(1 − #� ln ψ + c ln(1 − ψ� + cψW]        (1) where the first two terms on right hand side appear due to entropic contribution and last term appears due to enthalpic contribution. Here, R is the molar gas constant,  And  ) = *(+,- �-.*(+,-�            (2)  where  Ω (= */*0 ;  12 >  14) is the size ratio of the alloy. Also,  W = γ� 6 ⍵89�:                      (3) which represents order energy parameter Here, ;X is the number of a group of lattice sites, occupying by NX atoms of the constituent X, KB is the Boltzmann constant and ω is the interchange energy, given by  <=6∈42− ∈00. ∈//> :                    (4)    where ∈�? (i; j ≡ In; Tl) is i-j bond strength.  2.2 Activity (ai) of constituent i  From the standard thermodynamic relation, the activity of a constituent i of the binary liquid alloy, is given by  �� @A BC = �� + #D 6E F GE - H :          (5)  where ai and cj are the activity and concentration of component i and j ( i; j ≡In; Tl) respectively. On solving equation (5) by using equation (1), we obtain @A B4 =  @A(1 − )� + ) I(*,+�* J +  )>K          (6) Also,  @A B2 = @A ) − (1 − )�(1 − 1� + K1(1 − )�>        (7)  where aX and aY are the activities of the constituent X and Y respectively.  2.3 Concentration Fluctuations in Long Wave-length Limit (Scc(0))  As explained by Bhatia and Thornton [25], the concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit  {Sc c(0)} of binary liquid alloy at a temperature (T) is given by  L--(0� = MN       OPQ R SP TQ UV ,W ,X               (8) On solving equation (8) by using equation (1), we obtain            L--(0� = - ( +,- �+ – - (+,- � {[(*,\�}                        (9)  with ^(1, K� = >*Q \,(*,+ �Q{-. * (+,-�}{-.*(+,-�}_        (10) In the other hand, the experimental value of concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit can also be determined from the activity (which is measured directly in experiment) as explained by Singh [26] on using the relation  L--(0� = c�a? O` a
 aU� ,   b,+                      (11) where ci and aj are the concentration and activity of component i and j (i; j  ≡ In;  Tl ) respectively. Also, the ideal value of concentration fluctuations is obtained from the relation c--C d(0� = #(1 − c�          (12) The concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit (Scc (0)) is the structural property of binary liquid alloys which gives the idea to understand the nature of liquid alloys. The mixing behaviour, i.e.   
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 the nature of interaction of constituent atoms of binary liquid alloys can be analyzed with the help of deviation of Scc(0) from c--C d (0). For the given composition, the binary liquid alloys is of ordering nature, if L--(0� < c--C d(0), but segregating nature, if Scc (0) > c--C d(0). Further, various properties of binary liquid alloys like excess stability function (EXS), diffusion coefficient ratio (Dm/Did), short range order parameter (α1) can be computed by using the concept of concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit.  2.4 Entropy of Mixing (SM)  From the standard thermodynamic relation, the Entropy of mixing for a binary liquid alloys is given by  L� = − E(FG�EN           On solving this equation by using equation (1), we obtain   f GM = −[(1 − #� ln ) + # ln(1 − )� + #)(K + � E\EN �]        (13)  2.5 Heat of Mixing (HM)  From the standard thermodynamic relation, the heat of mixing for a binary liquid alloys is given by  g GMN  = FGMN  + fGM = −#)�(E\EN �         (14)  3. Results and Discussion  The free energy of mixing (GM) and activity (ai) of the constituent i (i ≡ In; Tl ) of binary liquid alloys at a specified temperature have two input parameters i.e. size ratio (Ω) and order energy parameter (W) so that they are needed to compute them. The size ratio (Ω) for a binary liquid alloy has been estimated by knowing the atomic volumes of the constituent i at the specified temperature, T from the relation  1C(N� = 1C(Nh�[1 + ijC(� − �k�]       (15)  where 1C(Nh� is the atomic volume of the constituent i at the melting temperature (Tm) and ijC is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the constituent i.  On taking the values of αpi and 1C(Nh� for In and Tl from Shimoji [27], the value of size ratio (Ω) for In-Tl binary liquid alloy at 723K is found to be 1.0973. However, this value of size ratio (Ω) and order energy parameter (W) for In-Tl binary liquid alloy at 723K have been adjusted to obtain the theoretical values for thermodynamic properties and concentration fluctuations of In-Tl binary liquid alloys at 723K in the entire concentration range, matching with their corresponding experimental values. The values of size ratio (Ω) and order energy parameter (W) have been estimated from equation (1), (6), (7), and (9) to reproduce simultaneously an overall fit for the experimental values of free energy of mixing (GM), activity (ai) of the component i (i=≡In; Tl) and concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit {Sc c(0)} of In-Tl liquid alloys at 723K as obtained from Hultgren et. al. [28] in the entire concentration ranging from 0.1 to 0.9.   In this process, we have determined the best fit value of size ratio (Ω) and order energy parameter (W) for In-Tl binary liquid alloys at 723K, which are found to be 1.15 and 0.48 respectively. The theoretical values of GM/RT on taking the values of Ω = 1.15 and W = 0.48, as computed by using equation (1) and experimental values of GM /RT of In-Tl liquid alloys at 723K in the entire concentration ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 [28] are shown in Fig-1, which are in excellent agreement. The theoretical value of GM/RT at 723 K is minimum at the concentration, c = 0.5, which is found to be -0.567125 and the experimental value of GM/RT at 723 K is minimum at the same concentration, c = 0.5 which is found to be -0.566600.   G.K. Shrestha et al. / BIBECHANA 15 (2018) 11-23: RCOST  p.14 



0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0-2.0-1.8-1.6-1.4-1.2-1.0-0.8-0.6-0.4-0.20.0 InTlFig-2:Graph for lna i versus cIn of In-Tl liquid alloys at 723K (i=In;Tl)           lna i (i=In;Tl) Concentration of In (cIn )  (lnaIn) Th (lnaTl) Th (lnaIn) Exp (lnaTl) Exp0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0-0.6-0.5-0.4-0.3-0.2-0.10.0 InTlFig-1: Graph for (GM / RT) versus cIn of In-Tl liquid alloys at 723KG M / RT Concentration of In (cIn ) (GM / RT)Th (GM / RT)Exp The theoretical values of  ln BC (i ≡ In; Tl) as computed by using equation (6) and (7) (on taking  Ω = 1.15 and W = 0.48), and experimental values of ln BC (i = X; Y) of In-Tl liquid alloys at 723 K [28] in the entire concentration range are shown in Fig-2, which are in excellent agreement.      The theoretical values of Scc(0) for In-Tl binary liquid alloys at 723K in the entire concentration range have been calculated by using the equation (9) (on taking 1 = 1.15 and W = 0.48) while the experimental values of concentration fluctuations in long wave-length limit (Scc (0)) have been calculated by using the experimental values of activity in equation (11). The theoretical and experimental values of Scc(0) in In-Tl liquid alloys at 723K in the entire concentration range are shown in Fig-3, which are in reasonable agreement with some discrepancies in the concentration range 0.4 < #lm < 0.7. The theoretical value of Scc(0) is maximum at the concentration, c = 0.5 which is found to be 0.333612 while the experimental value of Scc(0) is maximum at the same concentration, c = 0.5 which is found to be 0.318222. It is obvious that the concentration fluctuations in long wave-length limit {Scc(0)} of In-Tl liquid alloy at 723K is greater than the ideal value of concentration fluctuations { L--C d(0) } at each concentration which confirms that the In-Tl liquid alloy has segregating nature.  The value of temperature derivative of order energy parameter, i.e. E\EN  , for In-Tl binary liquid alloy has been estimated from equation (13) or (14) to reproduce simultaneously an overall fit for the experimental values of entropy of mixing (SM) or heat of mixing (HM) of In-Tl liquid alloy at 723K in the entire concentration ranging from 0.1 to 0.9. The best fit value of  E\EN  for In-Tl liquid alloy is found to be – 0.00048K-1. The theoretical values of SM/R as computed by using equation (13) and the corresponding experimental values of In-Tl liquid alloys at 723K in the entire concentration range are shown in Fig-4, which are in excellent agreement. The theoretical value of SM/R at 723K is maximum at the concentration, c = 0.5 which is found to be 0.660028 while the experimental value of SM/R at 723K is maximum at the same concentration, c = 0.5, which is found to be 0.659200.   Again, the theoretical values of HM/RT (on taking  E\EN  = - 0.00048K-1) as computed by using equation (14) and experimental values of HM /RT of In-Tl liquid alloys at 723K  in the entire concentration range are shown in Fig-5, which are in reasonable agreement. The theoretical value of HM/RT at 723K is maximum at the concentration, c = 0.5 which is found to be 0.092813 but the experimental value of HM/RT at 723K is maximum at the concentration, c = 0.6 which is found to be 0.094700. G.K. Shrestha et al. / BIBECHANA 15 (2018) 11-23: RCOST  p.15 



0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.00.20.40.60.8 InTlFig-4:Graph for SM / R versus cIn of In-Tl liquid alloys at 723KS M / R Concentration of In (cIn) (SM / R)Th (SM / R)Exp0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.000.050.100.150.20 InTlFig-5:Graph for (HM / RT) versus cIn of In-Tl liquid alloys at 723KH M / RT Concentration of In (cIn ) (HM / RT)Th (HM / RT)Exp0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.00.10.20.30.40.5 InTlFig-3:Graph for Scc(0) versus cIn of In-Tl liquid alloys at 723KS c c(0) Concentration of In (cIn )  Sc c(0) Th Sc c(0) Exp Sc c(0) id   This result reveals that the theoretical values of free energy of mixing (GM), entropy of mixing (SM), heat of mixing (HM), activity (ai) of both the constituents and concentration fluctuations in long wave-length limit {Scc(0)} of In-Tl binary liquid alloy at 723K and their corresponding experimental values are in good agreement so that the theoretical model mentioned in this research work successfully explain the various thermodynamic properties and concentration fluctuations of In-Tl liquid alloy. Thus, this estimated values of Ω =1.15, W=0.48 and E\EN  = –0.00048K-1 for In-Tl liquid alloy at 723K have been used in next section for optimization procedure to predict the thermodynamic properties and concentration fluctuations in long wave-length limit of In-Tl liquid alloys at different temperatures.   4. Optimization of free energy of mixing, activity, concentration fluctuations   Optimization procedure is the thermodynamic explanation in which statistical thermodynamics and polynomial expressions are used. It has good potential to obtain a consistent set of model parameters analytically which gives the idea to extrapolate into temperature and concentration region in which the direct experimental observation is not available. The adjustable coefficients, used in this process, are estimated by least-square method.  The various thermodynamic properties, described by a power-series law whose coefficients are A, B, C, D, E, …….(say), are determined by least-square method [23]. The heat capacity at a temperature (T) can be expressed as pj = −p − 2r� − 2s�,> −  … … … … ..       (16) From the thermodynamic relation, the enthalpy is given by u = u(�v� + w CydT�v    
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   = { − p� − r�> + 2s�,+ −  … … … … … …               (17)   Also, the entropy is given by L = L(�v� + w | }� dT�v         = −~ − p(1 + ln �� − 2r� + s�,> − … … … … . .           (18) On using equations (17) and (18), the standard thermodynamic relation, G = H – TS, provides the temperature (T) dependent free energy as � = { + ~� + p� ln � + r�> + s�,+ +  … … … … . .           (19) The concentration dependence of excess free energy of mixing is given by Redlich-Kister polynomial equation as ��4f(#, �� = #(1 − #� ∑ ��k��v (��[2# − 1]�      (20)    with  ��(�� = {� + ~�� + p�� ln � + r��> +  … … … …      (21) The coefficients �� depend upon the temperature like G in equation (19). The least-square method has been used to obtain the unknown parameters involved in equation (20). So, we need the excess free energy of mixing (��4f) of the binary liquid alloys at different temperatures which can be determined by the relation   ��4f = �� − ��Cd        = �� −  ��[# ln # + (1 − #� ln(1 − c�]        (22)   Thus, we require the values of free energy of mixing (GM) of binary liquid alloys at different temperatures which can be computed from equation (1) by knowing the values of order energy parameter (W) at different temperatures from the relation   K(��� = K(�� + E\EN  (T8 − T�                  (23)  where W(T) is the order energy parameter at the given temperature T, W(Tk) is order energy parameter at required temperature Tk and  E\EN   represents temperature derivative of order energy parameter for the given liquid alloy. By using the best fit value of  E\EN  and W(T) at the given temperature T= 723K (as obtained in section-3) in equation (23), the values of W(Tk) at temperatures Tk = 1123K, 1223K, 1323K are estimated and listed in Table-1.  Table-1: Estimated values of order energy parameter (W) at different temperatures in In-Tl liquid alloys.        It is also noted that the change in temperature may change the size ratio (1) of In-Tl liquid alloy but the consequent change in the values of various thermodynamic properties of the alloys is obtained in  negligible amount only. Thus, for entire calculation of thermodynamic and other properties, the value of size ratio is taken as constant (i.e. Ω = 1.15 for In-Tl liquid alloy at all temperatures). The values of free energy of mixing (GM) of In-Tl liquid alloys at  different temperatures (i.e. at 723K,1123K, 1223K and 1323K) have been calculated by using the corresponding values of W in equation (1) in the entire range of concentration and then they are used to calculate the corresponding excess free energy of mixing (��4f) of In-Tl liquid alloys at different temperatures (i.e. at 723K, 1123K, 1223K and 1323K) by using equation (22).   The least-square method has been used to calculate the parameters involved in equation (20) and then the optimized coefficients for In-Tl liquid alloys are computed which are listed in the Table-2. Temperature (Tk) in K Order Energy Parameter, W(Tk) 723 0.480 1123 0.288 1223 0.240 1323 0.192 G.K. Shrestha et al. / BIBECHANA 15 (2018) 11-23: RCOST  p.17 
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 Table-2: Calculated values of optimized coefficients A l , B l , C l , D l (l = 0 to 3) for In-Tl liquid alloy.   Values of l A l (J mol -1) B l (J mol -1 K - 1) C l (J mol-1K-1) D l (Jmol-1K- 2) 0 -0.0000000034 7.2745953781 0.0000000000 -0.0042691409 1 -0.0000000010 0.5094149143 0.0000000000 -0.0002978470 2 0.0000000025 0.0356759527 0.0000000000 -0.0000208206 3 -0.0000000047 0.0024917775 0.0000000000 -0.0000014526   Further, the optimized value of partial excess free energy of mixing of the constituent X(≡ In) and Y(≡Tl) in In-Tl liquid alloys are respectively given by  ���,44f (#, �� = (1 − #�> ∑ ��k� � v (��[2#(@ + 1� − 1] (2c − 1 ��,+        (24)  and     ���,24f (#, �� = #> ∑ ��k� � v (��[2c(@ + 1� − 2@ − 1] (2c − 1��,+    (25)   The partial excess free energy of mixing of both the components In and Tl of In-Tl liquid alloys at different temperatures (i.e. 723 K,1123 K, 1223 K and 1323 K) have been calculated separately over the entire concentration range by equations (24) and (25) with the help of optimized coefficients. These optimized values of partial excess free energy of mixing of both the components involved in the alloy have also been used to obtain the corresponding excess free energy of mixing for In-Tl liquid alloys at different temperatures in the entire concentration range from the relation  ��4f(#, �� = # ����,44f (#, ��� + (1 − #�{���,24f (#, ��}         The optimized values of excess free energy of mixing for In-Tl liquid alloys at different temperatures, T= 723K, 1123K, 1223K and 1323K in the entire concentration range are shown in Fig-6.  Again, the optimized values of activity coefficients (γi ) in the entire concentration range of the component i, (i ≡ In ; Tl) at corresponding temperature have been computed from the relation   ���,C4f = �� ln ;C   (26)  with  ;C = `�
�  (27)      where ai and ci be the activity and concentration of the component i (i ≡In; Tl) respectively of In-Tl liquid alloys at corresponding temperature.  The optimized values of partial excess free energy of mixing, the corresponding activity coefficients and hence activity of both the components involved in In-Tl liquid alloys in the entire concentration range at the temperatures T= 723K,1123K, 1223K and 1323K  are noted in Table-3, Table-4, Table-5 and Table-6 respectively.  G.K. Shrestha et al. / BIBECHANA 15 (2018) 11-23: RCOST  p.18



 Table-3: Optimized values of partial excess free energy of mixing, activity coefficients and activity of both the components involved in In-Tl liquid alloys at 723K.  #lm In- component Tl-component ���,lm4�  ln ;lm = ���,lm4���  ;lm Blm ln Blm ���,N�4�  ln ;N� = ���,N�4���  ; N� BN� ln BN� 0.1 2353.049 0.391 1.479 0.148 -1.911 25.235 0.004 1.004 0.904 -0.101 0.2 1909.659 0.318 1.374 0.275 -1.292 103.686 0.017 1.017 0.814 -0.206 0.3 1502.298 0.250 1.284 0.385 -0.954 239.719 0.040 1.041 0.728 -0.317 0.4 1134.509 0.189 1.208 0.483 -0.728 438.058 0.073 1.076 0.645 -0.438 0.5 810.136 0.135 1.144 0.572 -0.558 703.829 0.117 1.124 0.562 -0.576 0.6 533.360 0.089 1.093 0.656 -0.422 1042.594 0.173 1.189 0.476 -0.743 0.7 308.744 0.051 1.053 0.737 -0.305 1460.397 0.243 1.275 0.383 -0.961 0.8 141.268 0.024 1.024 0.819 -0.200 1963.800 0.327 1.386 0.277 -1.283 0.9 36.373 0.006 1.006 0.905 -0.099 2559.925 0.426 1.531 0.153 -1.877  Table-4: Optimized values of partial excess free energy of mixing, activity coefficients and activity of both the components involved in In-Tl liquid alloys at 1123K.  #lm In- component Tl-component ���,lm4�  ln ;lm= ���,lm4���  ;lm Blm ln Blm ���,N�4�  ln ;N� = ���,N�4���  ; N� BN� ln BN� 0.1 2164.205 0.232 1.261 0.126 -2.071 23.194 0.002 1.002 0.902 -0.103 0.2 1756.605 0.188 1.207 0.241 -1.421 95.314 0.010 1.010 0.808 -0.213 0.3 1382.056 0.148 1.160 0.348 -1.056 220.391 0.024 1.024 0.717 -0.333 0.4 1043.828 0.112 1.118 0.447 -0.804 402.790 0.043 1.044 0.626 -0.468 0.5 745.471 0.080 1.083 0.542 -0.613 647.246 0.069 1.072 0.536 -0.624 0.6 490.846 0.053 1.054 0.632 -0.458 958.901 0.103 1.108 0.443 -0.814 0.7 284.168 0.030 1.031 0.722 -0.326 1343.339 0.144 1.155 0.346 -1.060 0.8 130.039 0.014 1.014 0.811 -0.209 1806.629 0.193 1.213 0.243 -1.416 0.9 33.486 0.004 1.004 0.903 -0.102 2355.354 0.252 1.287 0.129 -2.050  Table-5: Optimized values of partial excess free energy of mixing, activity coefficients and activity of both the components involved in In-Tl liquid alloys at 1223K.  #lm In- component Tl-component ���,lm4�  ln ;lm = ���,lm4���  ;lm Blm ln Blm ���,N�4�  ln ;N� = ���,N�4���  ; N� BN� ln BN� 0.1 1951.069 0.192 1.212 0.121 -2.111 20.903 0.002 1.002 0.902 -0.103 0.2 1583.705 0.156 1.169 0.234 -1.454 85.904 0.008 1.008 0.807 -0.215 0.3 1246.097 0.123 1.130 0.339 -1.081 198.645 0.020 1.020 0.714 -0.337 0.4 941.199 0.093 1.097 0.439 -0.824 363.071 0.036 1.036 0.622 -0.475 0.5 672.217 0.066 1.068 0.534 -0.627 583.459 0.057 1.059 0.530 -0.636 0.6 442.640 0.044 1.044 0.627 -0.467 864.457 0.085 1.089 0.435 -0.831 0.7 256.276 0.025 1.026 0.718 -0.331 1211.112 0.119 1.126 0.338 -1.085 0.8 117.283 0.012 1.012 0.809 -0.212 1628.907 0.160 1.174 0.235 -1.449 0.9 30.203 0.003 1.003 0.903 -0.102 2123.796 0.209 1.232 0.123 -2.094  Table-6: Optimized values of partial excess free energy of mixing, activity coefficients and activity of both the components present in In-Tl liquid alloys at 1323K.  #lm In- component Tl-component ���,lm4�  ln ;lm = ���,lm4���  ;lm Blm ln Blm ���,N�4�  ln ;N� = ���,N�4���  ; N� BN� ln BN� 0.1 1671.564 0.152 1.164 0.116 -2.151 17.899 0.002 1.002 0.901 -0.104 0.2 1356.951 0.123 1.131 0.226 -1.486 73.567 0.007 1.007 0.805 -0.216 0.3 1067.779 0.097 1.102 0.331 -1.107 170.134 0.015 1.016 0.711 -0.341 0.4 806.587 0.073 1.076 0.430 -0.843 310.991 0.028 1.029 0.617 -0.483 0.5 576.129 0.052 1.054 0.527 -0.641 499.816 0.045 1.046 0.523 -0.648 0.6 379.404 0.034 1.035 0.621 -0.476 740.605 0.067 1.070 0.428 -0.849 0.7 219.684 0.020 1.020 0.714 -0.337 1037.699 0.094 1.099 0.330 -1.110 0.8 100.546 0.009 1.009 0.807 -0.214 1395.814 0.127 1.135 0.227 -1.483 0.9 25.896 0.002 1.002 0.902 -0.103 1820.072 0.165 1.180 0.118 -2.137 
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 The natural logarithms of optimized values of activities of both the components of In-Tl liquid alloys at different temperatures T= 723K,1123K, 1223K and 1323K in the entire concentration range are shown in Fig-7.  Again, the concentration fluctuations in long wave-length limit {Scc(0)} of In-Tl liquid alloys at different temperatures T= 723K,1123K, 1223K and 1323K in entire concentration range have been computed by using equation (11) with the help of the corresponding optimized values of the activities of both the components which are shown in Fig.-8.    From this result, It is concluded that the concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit of In-Tl liquid alloys at the temperatures between 723K and 1323K decreases as the temperature increases and shift towards the ideal value of concentration fluctuations (S

� �(0�) at each concentration on increasing the temperature but remains greater than the ideal value of concentration fluctuations which indicates that the In-Tl liquid alloy has segregating nature in the entire concentration range but the segregating nature decreases as the temperature increases.   From the relation for excess stability function(s4 f � = OEQFG0 �E�Q U = �� � +f��(v� −+f��  H� (v�� [23], the excess stability function at the temperature T = 723K, 1123K, 1223K and 1323K in the entire concentration range have been calculated from optimized data which are shown in Fig-9 and they give the idea to predict stability of In-Tl liquid alloys at different temperatures.  This result suggests that the excess stability function of In-Tl liquid alloy becomes less and less negative as the temperature increases more and more which indicates  that the stability of In-Tl liquid alloy increases as the temperature increases i.e. the bond strength between unlike atoms of the alloy increases as the temperature increases.  0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0-10  InTl Fig-9:Graph for Opt. EXS/RT versus cInof In-Tl          liquid alloys at different TemperaturesEXS /RT (at different Temp.) Concentration of In (cIn) Opt. (EXS/RT)723 Opt. (EXS/RT)1123 Opt. (EXS/RT)1223 Opt. (EXS/RT)1323
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 Again, the Diffusion coefficients (�h�H� � of In-Tl liquid alloy at different temperatures in the entire concentration range can also be computed by using the optimized data from the relation   �h�H� =  f��H� (v�f�� (v� [23], which are shown in Fig-10.  This result reveals that the diffusion coefficient for In-Tl liquid alloys increases as the temperature increases in the entire concentration range. In order to determine the extreme condition of segregation, i.e. phase separation, we can use the knowledge of Warren-Cowley short range order parameter (SRO), i+, for the first neighbour shell (l=1) which is directly related to L--(0� and represented by the relation [23] i+ =  f∗,+f∗(�,+�.+     where Z is the co-ordination number and L∗ =  f��(v�f��H�(v�  The optimized values of i+ (computed from the above relation on taking Z = 10) of In-Tl liquid alloys at different temperature is shown in Fig-11, which exhibits the temperature dependence of SRO (i+) in the entire concentration range.  Our result reveals that the values of SRO (i+) are positive at all the temperatures such that the value of i+increases on decreasing the temperature. Its value is far lower than the required value for phase separation, i.e. ik�� = +1, even at the lowest temperature under consideration. At all the temperatures under consideration, the magnitude of i+ is though positive but much less than unity which indicates that the In-Tl binary liquid alloy is weak homo-coordinated alloy.   5.  Conclusions  The following conclusions may be drawn from the study of this theoretical investigation in In-Tl liquid alloys: 

• The size ratio (Ω) plays vital role in determining the mixing properties of the In-Tl liquid alloys at a specified temperature but its effect in the values of other thermodynamic and structural properties of the alloy due to temperature change is only negligible and hence it is taken as constant at all above temperatures.  
• The order energy parameter (W) plays important role in determining the mixing properties of the In-Tl liquid alloys which has a fixed value at a particular temperature and it is temperature dependent. The values of W between temperature range 723K and 1323K in In-Tl liquid alloys are + ve and its value decreases as the temperature increases which indicates that the segregating nature of the alloy decreases as the temperature increases.  0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.00.00.10.20.30.40.50.60.70.80.91.0  InTlFig-10:Graph for Opt. Dm/Did versus cIn of In-Tl liquid alloys at different Temp.D m/D id at different Temp. Concentration of In (cIn ) Opt. (Dm/Did)723 Opt. (Dm/Did)1123 Opt. (Dm/Did)1223 Opt. (Dm/Did)1323G.K. Shrestha et al. / BIBECHANA 15 (2018) 11-23: RCOST  p.21



 
• The values of concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit between temperature range 723K and 1323K in In-Tl liquid alloys are always greater than the ideal value of concentration fluctuations at each concentration so that this alloy is of segregating nature in this range of temperature.  
• The concentration fluctuations in long wavelength limit of In-Tl liquid alloy decreases as the temperature increases at each concentration and shifts towards the ideal value of concentration fluctuation as the temperature increases which indicates that the segregating nature of the alloy decreases as the temperature increases.  
• The Free energy of mixing (GM), Entropy of mixing (SM), Heat of mixing (HM) and the concentration fluctuations (Scc(0)) in long wavelength limit of In-Tl liquid alloys are symmetrical at the equiatomic composition of its constituents (i.e. c = 0.5) so that it is symmetric alloy. 
• The excess free energy of mixing in In-Tl liquid alloy decreases as the temperature of the alloy increases which indicates that the bonding strength between unlike atoms present in the alloys increases as temperature increases. 
• The excess stability function of In-Tl liquid alloy becomes less and less negative as the temperature increases more and more which indicates that the stability of In-Tl liquid alloy increases as the temperature increases. 
• The diffusion coefficient for In-Tl liquid alloys in the entire concentration range increases as the temperature increases. 
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